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The KiNRG Downdraft Energy Tower

Powered by both
sun and water

Creates zero carbon
emission energy

Produces more power
than the Hoover Dam

Less than 50% of cost
of other renewables
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KiNRG has the rights to acquire the initial Downdraft Energy Tower site in
San Luis, Arizona. All County and State entitlement approvals are completed. 

Protected Development Rights Agreement has been signed with the city,
which includes 50-year water supply and guarantees all needed municipal
approvals.

Site includes an eco-industrial park to be anchored by a 200-megawatt (MW)
world-class, hyperscale data center and green hydrogen production facility.

Tower nameplate is rated at 1,950 MW, generating 5,900,000 megawatt-
hours (MWh) annually.

In 2018, the California Energy Commission pre-certified the electricity from
the Tower as eligible for the California Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS)
as a solar thermal electric product.

Initially, the electricity produced will be consumed by eco-industrial park
tenants, local utilities and/or transmitted to the nearby power grid which
flows to California. 

Tower is designed to produce either AC or DC power or both.

The KiNRG Downdraft Energy Tower Project
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Comparison of 5,900,000 MWH Production Facilities

18,000 acres 

$3 billion

20 Years

8,500 acres 

$3 billion

25 years

640 acres 

$1.5 billion

50 years

Size

Installation Cost

Useful Life

Inverter Required

Government Subsidy Required

Generates Power 24/7

Predictable Output

Predictable Peak Demand

Available Tax/Carbon Credits

WIND SOLAR SOLAR + WIND



Downdraft Power Production:
Works like a Thunderstorm Downdraft



The natural evaporative process immediately 
begins to cool the surrounding air inside the top 

of the Tower. As evaporation and cooling 
continues, the cooler/denser air inside the Tower 

descends, reaching speeds exceeding 50 mph.

A patented system of turbines extracts 
the kinetic energy inside the wind tunnels 

and generates GREEN ELECTRICITY

The Downdraft Energy Tower is a hyperbolic 
concrete structure with a water injection 

system at the top that introduces measured 
droplets of water through a distribution 

header

Basis of Design and Operation

Graphic by N.Akel

The water droplets introduced near the 
top of the Tower immediately begin to 

evaporate due to the sun-warmed air at the 
very top of the Tower.

 

The now significantly colder, denser, damp and 
compressed air amassed near the base of the 

Tower flows laterally into tunnels surrounding 
the base of the Tower, achieving wind speeds 

up to and well in excess of 100 mph.



The KiNRG Downdraft Energy
Tower creates internal
downdraft wind velocities up to
and often exceeding 50 mph.
By the time the air nears the
base of the Tower and a
“steady state” of the internal
atmosphere is achieved, the
wind inside the Tower is
compressed into wind tunnels
where wind speeds increase to
100 mph and higher. 

The resulting high speed wind
results in exponentially more
power production, both by the
laws of atmospheric physics,
and additionally by the
patented multiple turbine
energy extraction system, also
in line with the laws of physics.

Based on Sound Science & Data

Towers are located in a hot,
dry climate, where the
natural evaporative process
causes the water-infused
air to evaporate and cool,
resulting in a natural
downdraft inside the tower.

• Our locations and tower 
design are based on 
certified and extensive 
climatological data 
collected over many 
years of observations 
through the depth of the 
atmosphere.

• Tower specifications 
maximize amortization of 
costs with energy sales.

Two scientific principles
impact wind energy: 

•By doubling wind velocity, 
kinetic energy production 
is cubed.

•No open-air turbine can 
capture more than 59.3%
of the wind’s kinetic energy
in an open environment.
The Downdraft Energy
Tower’s patented multiple
turbine energy extraction
system captures far more
kinetic energy than is
possible with traditional
wind turbines.



Longevity & Maintenance Best Practices

Tower: Minimum 50-year lifespan for 100% concrete & 
rebar structure
Generators: Rated for 30 years of service: each of the 260
generators can be independently duty-cycled and placed into
service within 30 minutes without disrupting energy
production

Turbines: 3-blade turbines, with blades that can be replaced
or serviced individually without shutting down the Tower
operations 

Water Pumps: Located at ground level for easy access

Spray Injectors: Gravity-fed from tower-top water storage 
delivering measured droplets of water

Elevator: Facilitates access to tower rim and injection system
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Conditioned compressed air flows into
wind tunnels housing multiple turbines

Airflow Dynamics
(CFD)



Patented Power System



Typical Site Plan



Replaces or eliminates the following
per year:

Eliminates 3,960,650 
metric tons of CO2

Generates AC and DC 
power or both

Operates 24/7: Solar 
collectors and wind turbines 
only produce when the sun 
shines or the wind blows

Energy production costs 
equal or lower than fossil 
fuel facilities and 50% of 
wind or solar energy

Zero Carbon Footprint

Positive Environmental Impact

9,201,600
Barrels of Oil

39.9
billion CF of Natural Gas

2,752,008
Tons of Coal



Economic Benefits for the Common Good

The facility can supply power locally as well as long-haul targets

Eco-industrial park supports high-energy consumers (e.g., data 
center, semiconductor factory, mills, and other high-energy 
production requirements) and can accommodate a green hydrogen
production facility with the needed energy rate costs to compete with
traditional hydrogen 

Creation of hundreds of permanent jobs and thousands of 
construction jobs. Additionally, the entire supply chain supports 
multiple regional manufacturers, vendors, and suppliers

Independent IMPLAN Study predicts 19,500 indirect jobs & $2.8 billion 
positive economic impact over near term and long term
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www.KiNRG.com

http://www.kinrg.com/

